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What is typology?

• The study of differences between languages

• Are there limits on the structure of language?

• How should such limits be explained?



Typology versus Universals
• Typology: language A is of type X

• ‘English is isolating’

• ‘English puts the possessor before the 
possessed object’

• Universals: for all languages, property P holds

• ‘All languages have negation’

• ‘If a language has Verb-Object order, then it 
has Possessor-Possessed order’



Why do typology?
• Look at correlations between types, not 

necessarily absolute/universal

• What is the reason for particular significant 
correlations?
• human biological endowment (UG)
• human cognitive structure
• structure of communication
• structure of society
• incidents of history



Word order correlations

(Data from Dryer 2005, as published in 
the World Atlas of Language Structure)

OV VO

Prepositions 11 416

Postpositions 427 39

(140 language in between...)



Word order correlations



Establishing typological 
correlations

• Use many different languages
• How many is many?
• How different is different?

• Generalisations depend on sample used

• Our approach here at MPI-EVA:
• How many: 100-400 (and up...)
• How different: capture world-wide variation



The world’s languages



Languages are vanishing!17

times as well. As a matter for future research computer-simulations might be used to test whether this 

hypothesis is viable. 

 It seems to be the case the rank-size curve for language families (measured in terms of numbers 

of languages) has a greater degree of inertia than the corresponding curve for language sizes (measured 

in terms of numbers of speakers). Possibly the former will in the future assume the current shape of the 

latter. 

 In this section we have seen that while power-law distributions are widespread they are not 

ubiquitous. Thus, we need to learn more about the conditions that govern their presence not only to 

explain the power-laws themselves, but also to explain cases where they are absent. 
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Figure 6a.

Rank-ordering of language sizes measured as numbers of speakers according to Ethnologue (Grimes 

2000) 

 

Number of speakers per languages 
(rank-ordered, aka ‘Zipfian order’)

(Graphs from Wichmann 2005, using 
data from the Ethnologue, Grimes 2004)
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Figure 6b.

Rank-ordering of language sizes on a log-log scale 

 

3.6. Modelling the prehistory and future extinction of language families 

A simple prediction that follows from our results is that throughout most of the history of the evolution 

of human languages there was a distribution similar in nature to the one of modern language families, 

with just a few large ones, some intermediate ones and several small ones. Obviously the families must 

overall have been smaller than today, but proportionately the same sort of distribution is to be expected. 

It is likely that neolithic revolutions across the globe reshuffled the rankings of language families with 

respect to their sizes and we may perhaps look to some of the world’s large hunter-gatherer families for 

candidates to the positions as the most important families in the times immediately preceding global 

neolithics. Minimally, it now seems possible to at least begin to try to imagine what the global 

language situation would have looked like, say, in the period 20,000–10,000 BP after language had 



Linguistic families



Areal patterns



Areal patterns



How can corpora help?

• Using continuous (or more fine grained) types, 
instead of categorical ‘yes/no’-types

• Automatically establishing types on the basis 
of values extracted from a corpus

• Establishing new kinds of types

• Help disentangle possible reasons for 
correlations by looking at usage (performance)



Continuous types

• Traditionally, typologists used discrete types

• All languages are forced into a type

• Boundaries between types are problematic

• Better: use frequency instead of yes/no answer



Continuous types

SVO 6 (38%) SV 30 (23 %) OV 17 (30%)

VOS 4 (25%) VS 98 (77%) VO 39 (70%)

VSO 3 (19%)

OVS 3 (19%)

Word Order in Hanis Coos

(Data from Dryer 1997: 81)



Automatically extract types

• Automatically extract a type out of a corpus
• number of words per sentence
• number of letters/phonemes per word
• number of morphemes per word

• Such measures are claimed to converge 
extremely quick, but that has to be tested



Automatically extract types

(Figures from Altmann/Lehfeldt 1973: 40-1)



Automatically extract types

(Figures from Altmann/Lehfeldt 1973: 40-1)



New kinds of types

• New measures can be used, according to the 
kind of data a corpus gives

• e.g. mean entropy of a word as based on the 
overall phoneme frequency

• Distribution of high-frequency words in the 
sentence

• etcetera...



Explain structure by frequency

• Grammatical structure reflects frequency 
distribution of utterances

• Zipfian effects: frequent things get smaller

• or maybe anti-Zipfian effects: smaller things 
get more frequent?



Explain structure by frequency

• cross-linguistic generalisation: if number is 
marked, then singular will be smaller than 
plural

• e.g. Buch vs. Bücher

• Zipfian explanation: in German singular nouns 
are more frequent than plural ones

• For cross-linguistic generalisations, such 
counts should be made for many languages



Explain structure by frequency

1 2-4 5-6 7+

small - large 60% 86% 94% 99%

large - small 40% 14% 6% 1%

Difference in wordlength 
of Prepositional Phrases

Order 
of PP’s

(Data from Hawkins 2001: 4)

English



Explain structure by frequency

Difference in wordlength 
of Postpositional Phrases

1-2 3-4 5-8 9+

small - large 34% 28% 17% 9%

large - small 66% 72% 83% 91%

Order 
of PP’s

(Data from Hawkins 2001: 8)

Japanese



Explain structure by frequency

But where does frequency come from???



Current plans

• Collect/construct unannotated corpora of as 
many as possible languages

• frequency counts

• insert morphological boundaries

• insert constituent brackets



Current plans

• Collect (smaller) annotated corpora

• Align parallel corpora: 

• Bible, Declaration of Human rights

• Lenin, Marx

• Le petit prince, Harry Potter



The End


